### Specifications

#### [Permanent effect of emitting far infrared ray](#)
- Activates blood circulation
- Conserves petroleum resources
- World’s first recycled nylon filament yarn for textile usage

#### [Cross section of MIPAN](#)
- Soft touch of draw-textured microfiber
- Smooth & sensual touch of flat microfiber
- Sheer & transparent effect
- Comfort of weightless

#### [MIPAN](#)
- Sportswear, Innerwear
- Fitness & Yoga
- Socks
  - Cool touch
  - Moisture management

#### [Characteristics](#)

- Superior warmth and comfort
- Long-lasting, vibrant colors

#### [Applications](#)

- Casual & Sportswear
- Lingerie

#### [Process comparison](#)

* *Far infrared radiation (%) vs. characteristic*